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Academic Senate Council Adopted Minutes 

March22, 2013:  2:30-4:30 p.m.  
SLO Room 3219 (Library) | NCC Room 1015 (Polycom) 

 VACANT 
ASCC Student Rep. 

 Silvio Favoreto 
Biology 

x Tanya Downing 
Business 

x Allison Merzon 
CCFT President 

 Katherine Blum/ 
Janet Florez 
Counseling 

 Cherie Moore 
Curriculum Chair 

 VACANT 
DSPS 

x Steve Leone 
English 

x Stacy Millich 
Engineering & Tech. 

x Madeline Medeiros 
ESL 

x Margaret Korisheli/ 
Doug Highland 
Fine Arts 

 Kyi Zin 
Full-time at-large 

x Bailey Drechsler 
Human Development 

x Coral Minton 
Kinesiology, Health 
Science, and Athletics 

x Betsy Dunn 
Susan Lloyd 
Lang. & Communication 

 VACANT 
Learning Resources, 
Academic Support 

x Greg Lewis 
Mathematics 

x Beth-Ann Dumas  
N. County at-large 

x Antonia Torrey 
Nursing 

x Louise Spadia-
Beckham 
Part-time at-large 

 bree valle/ 
Dave Becker 
Performing Arts 

x Patrick Len 
Physical Sciences 

x Kevin Bontenbal 
President 

x Lise Mifsud/ 
Katherine Neidhardt 
Social Science 

x Julie Hoffman 
Vice-President 

      

 
         Guests:  Shannon Hill, Michelle McAustin, Carina Love, Brent Lamon, Lauren Milbourne 
 
I.  APPROVAL OF AGENDA (1 min.) 

Consensus Reached. 
II.  APPROVAL OF MINUTES (March8, 2013) (2 min.) 

Consensus Reached. 
 

PUBLIC COMMENT:  All public comments will be limited to three minutes in length for each speaker.  
Opportunities for public comment will also be provided for each agenda item during discussion on each item and before 
proposals are called for approval. 
 
Steve Leone (English): 
• Syllabi requirement:    Apparently there is a Board policy requiring all faculty to turn in their 

syllabi to their division assistants each semester.  Could you share this Board policy with us? 
Also, did the Senate Council review this policy?  If so, when?  If not, why didn’t we?  These are 
the questions a number of us are asking in our division regarding this new requirement. 
 

• Accuplacer decision:  Members of the English division are upset that an administrative decision 
regarding the adoption of Accuplacer was made despite English faculty feedback to the 
contrary.  However, there seems to be a difference of perspective regarding how that decision 
was made – that perhaps our division chair was involved in the decision.  Regardless, it may not 
be worth it to address this specific issue further but may be better addressed as one example of 
when participatory governance is not used as effectively as it could to make a district-wide 
decision.  

• Student Success Center design:  Members of the English division request that one or more 
faculty members from the English Division be appointed to serve on the Student Success 
taskforce that is working or will work on the design of the Student Success Center. 
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• Tech help from Computer Services:  Members of the English division request that the 
Academic Senate Council review the current practice of Computer Services to place the 
responsibility for tech support on faculty members to resolve computer and printer issues in our 
classrooms and offices.    
 
 

Beth-Ann Dumas (North County At-large): 
There is a Board Policy that requires faculty to submit syllabi to division assistants. 
BP 5105, Course Outline, item 7: 
Documentation File  
Each division will establish and maintain a documentation file for every course. This file will contain at 
minimum one current syllabus from each instructor teaching a section of this course and other relevant 
materials per instructions in Cuesta College’s curriculum handbook regarding course documentation. 
This file is to be updated at the beginning of each semester.  

 
 
III.  BUSINESS AGENDA: Be sure to discuss these items with your division faculty so you can adequately 

represent your division in reaching consensus on these items. 

 
1. Participatory Governance: Decision-Making and Committee Handbook (10 min.) 
 
Background: At its October 12, 2012 and February 22, 2013 meetings the Academic Senate Council 
provided feedback on the SLOCCCD Participatory Governance: Decision-Making and Committee 
Handbook. Attached to the e-mail with this agenda is the most recent draft of the SLOCCCD 
Participatory Governance: Decision-Making and Committee Handbook(both a clean version and 
one with tracked changes showing edits to the feedback received at these two meetings). In meeting 
the deadline in the Strategic Plan this handbook needs to be approved by the Board of Trustees at 
their April meeting. Therefore, it is coming back to the Academic Senate Council for approval. 

 
Proposal: The Academic Senate Council approves the SLOCCCD Participatory Governance: 
Decision-Making and Committee Handbook with feedback provided at the March 22, 2013 meeting. 
 
Consensus Reached.  Feedback was taken by K. Bontenbal and A. Merzon and forwarded to 
members of the task force working on this document. 

 
2. Academic Senate Cluster Priorities (5 min.) 

 
Background: As discussed at the February 8th Academic Senate Council meeting, Senators were to 
discuss the cluster priorities for the Academic Senate with their divisional faculty. The cluster 
priorities for the Academic Senate are due March 29 and will be presented to Planning and Budget 
on April 16. Appendix B lists the 2012-2013 cluster priorities for the Academic Senate that were 
discussed at the February 8th Academic Senate Council meeting. Any feedback and/or suggestions of 
additional items that you or your divisional faculty feel should be prioritized or items that you feel 
should no longer be prioritize what should be the priorities for the Academic Senate for 2013-2014 
are welcomed. The priorities for the Academic Senate are scored by Planning and Budget, along 
with all the other cluster priorities to develop a ranked funding prioritization list that is then used to 
fund items from when money is available. 

 
Proposal: The Academic Senate Council approves the Academic Senate Cluster’s top prioritizations 
for 2013-2014 as presented in Appendix B with feedback provided at the March 22, 2013 meeting. 
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Consensus Reached. (See summit item regarding issue of access to divisional web sites.) 

 
3. Long-Term Budget Reduction Plan – Phase II (Academic Clusters Restructuring) (15 min.) 
 
Background: On Monday, March 11th the Interim Vice President of Academic Affairs, the three 
Deans, the Faculty Co-Chair of College Council, the Human Development Chair, the CCFT 
President, CCFT’s Chief Negotiator, and the President of the Academic Senate met to review 
Academic Affair’s proposed plan for restructuring disciplines among divisions and the academic 
reasoning behind the proposed restructuring. Attached to the e-mail with this agenda is Academic 
Affair’s proposed restructuring plan and the justification for why the restructuring of disciplines 
among divisions makes academic sense. The restructuring plan is coming to the Academic Senate 
Council for feedback on possible implications to academic and professional matters that this 
proposed restructuring of disciplines among divisions may have. Dr. Stock is planning to take his 
proposed Phase II of the Long-Term Budget Reduction Plan to the Board of Trustees (of which 
Academic Affair’s proposed restructuring plan is part of) for approval at their April 10th meeting. If 
the district decides to more forward with the implementation of this restructuring, the effects on 
workload, working conditions, etc. will need to be negotiated with the faculty union. All the 
Academic Senate is providing at this point is feedback on the potential impacts this proposed 
restructuring would have on academic and professional matters. 

 
Proposal: The Academic Senate Council will provide feedback on Academic Affair’s proposed 
restructuring plan of disciplines among divisions. 
 
Withdrawn.  Consensus was reached on the following proposals.  Attachments 1 and 2 are 
included at the end of these minutes. 
 
Proposal 1: 
The Academic Senate Council unanimously rejects the Academic Restructuring Proposal on the 
following basis: 

1. The development of the Academic Restructuring Proposal violates the college’s accepted 
integrated planning process, again placing the college’s Accreditation status in jeopardy; 

2. The process of the Academic Restructuring Proposal violates the law, regulation, and Board 
Policy 2305,  which specifies that faculty have responsibility and authority over academic 
and professional matters (see Attachment 1);  

3. The process followed violates the authority of the Academic Senate as outlined in Education 
Code and Title 5; 

4. The process followed violates the administration’s obligations to participatory governance as 
outlined in AB 1725; 

5. The Academic Restructuring Proposal fails to consider discipline expertise and sound 
pedagogical rationale in the development of the restructure (see Attachment 2). 

Proposal 2 
The Academic Senate Council finds that it is incumbent upon the Academic Senate Council to 
demand that the Academic Restructuring Proposal be removed from the College Council Meeting 
agenda, March 26, and the Board of Trustees Meeting agenda, April 10. 
 
Proposal 3 
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The Academic Senate Council finds that it is incumbent upon the Academic Senate Council to 
engage in a collaborative process to discuss and develop alternative budget reduction / academic 
restructure plans, as agreed upon by Planning and Budget at the March 19 meeting, within a 
reasonable timeframe as agreed upon between the faculty and management. 
 
Consensus Reached. 
 

 
4. SLOCCCD Code of Ethics Statement (10 min.) 
 
Background: At its September 28, 2012 meeting the Academic Senate Council provided feedback 
on the SLOCCCD Code of Ethics Statement. Attached to the e-mail with this agenda is a revised 
code of ethics statement (both a clean version and an edited version). The revised SLOCCCD Code 
of Ethics Statement was approved by CCFT Council of Reps at their April March meeting and is 
coming back to the Academic Senate one last time for any additional feedback and approval. 

 
Proposal: The Academic Senate Council approves the SLOCCCD Code of Ethics Statement with 
feedback provided at the March 22, 2013 meeting. 
 
Consensus Reached.  Feedback was taken directly by Toni Torrey. The Concil’s consensus that the 
Ethics statement not become Board Policy will be shared at Summit. 
 

 
5. Distance Education Pedagogical and Technology Literacy Readiness for Faculty (10 min.) 

 
Background: The Academic Senate Council provided feedback on the Distance Education 
Pedagogical and Technological Readiness documents at its November 2, 2012 and February 22, 
2013 meetings. See the agendas and/or minutes of those meeting for further background on these 
documents. At its March 8, 2013 meeting, the Academic Senate Council passed a proposal to 
support establishing “Distance Education Pedagogical and Technological Readiness best practices 
and recommendations that all faculty who teach Distance Education (DE) would be expected to 
know and practice when teaching in the DE modality.” After incorporating the feedback received 
and reflecting the sentiment of the proposal passed on March 8, these documents are coming back to 
the Academic Senate Council for any further feedback and approval.  

 
Proposal: The Academic Senate Council approves the Distance Education Pedagogical Readiness for 

Faculty document with feedback provided at the March 22, 2013 meeting. 

  
      Consensus Reached.  Feedback was taken directly by Carina Love. 
 

Proposal: The Academic Senate Council approves the Distance Education Technology Literacy and 

Readiness for Faculty document with feedback provided at the March 22, 2013 meeting. 

 
Consensus Reached.  Feedback was taken directly by Carina Love. 
 

 
6. Distance Education Regular Effective Contact Policy (10 min.) 
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Background: The Academic Senate Council provided feedback on the Cuesta College Regular 
Effective Contact Policy at its January 25, 2013 meeting. The current version of this policy (attached 
to the e-mail with this agenda) taken together with the definition of Distance Education (approved by 
the Academic Senate Council at its February 22, 2013 meeting) constitutes an effort to provide 
board-level acknowledgment and oversight of Distance Education.  The Regular Effective Contact 
Policy responds to language in Title 5 section 55204 and to expectations articulated by ACCJC. The 
current version is a shorter one, which drops the lengthy quote from Title 5 section 55204, and also 
responds to a preference expressed by Academic Senate Council members for briefer policies.  The 
Distance Education Pedagogical and Technological Readiness documents will provide details and 
guidance on the types of contact listed here. The Cuesta College Regular Effective Contact Policy is 
coming back to the Academic Senate Council for any further feedback and approval. 

 
Proposal: The Academic Senate Council approves the Cuesta College Regular Effective Contact 
Policy Procedure with feedback provided at the March 22, 2013 meeting. 
 
Consensus Reached on modified proposal. The following feedback was given: 
 
- The Council suggested including this procedure in AP 4105, Distance Education. 

 
7. Distance Education Administrative Procedure 4105 (10 min.) 
 
Background: The Academic Senate Council provided feedback on the proposed Administrative 
Procedure (AP) 4105 Distance Education at its January 25, 2013 meeting. The current version of this 
AP (attached to the e-mail with this agenda) uses a template provided by the Community College 
League to provide an AP that addresses distance education (DE) by including (by reference) the DE 
Definition and Regular Effective Contact Policy, and links the curriculum approval process for DE 
courses to the process outlined in Board Policy 4020.  All four of these documents will provide 
evidence for our self-study.  The faculty competencies checklists providesevidence for Standard 
III.A.1, and the Regular Effective Contact Policy and AP 4105 provide evidence of board statements 
on the quality and integrity of DE (Standard IV.B). AP 4105 Distance Education is coming back to 
the Academic Senate Council for any further feedback and approval. 

 
Proposal: The Academic Senate Council approves AP 4105Distance Education with feedback 
provided at the March 22, 2013 meeting. 
 
Consensus Reached. 

 
8. MOOCs Resolution (5 min.) 
 
Background: At its March 8, 2013 meeting the Academic Senate Council provided feedback on a 
proposed resolution regarding Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). MOOCs are basically large 
scale online courses that may contain hundreds of students. See the Academic Senate Council March 
8, 2013 agenda and/or unadopted minutes (attached to the e-mail with this agenda) for further 
background on MOOCs. Appendix A is an updated draft (taking into consideration feedback from 
the March 8, 2013 Academic Senate Council meeting) of a possible resolution on MOOCs for the 
Academic Senate Council to consider. 

 
Proposal: The Academic Senate Council approves the resolution Opposed the Offering of any 
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) until Adequate Investigation and Determination of their 
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Appropriateness by Faculty has Occurred as presented in Appendix A with feedback provided at the 
March 22, 2013 meeting. 
 
Tabled due to lack of time. 

 
9. Introduction to the Academic Senate SharePoint site for Council Members (15 min.) 
 
Background: At the November 28, 2012 meeting, the Academic Senate Council approved the use of 
a SharePoint site as a document management and communications tool and appointed the Academic 
Senate Vice-President as the site administrator.  The Academic Senate leadership is now ready to 
conduct a training to orient the council to the site and to use the site to make information available 
for future meetings. The training consists of the following (see attachment included in the e-mail 
with this agenda): 

 
• site access, both through the campus network, and remotely 
• basic site navigation 

• site permission settings 
• accessing information and documents via “lists and Libraries” 

 
Proposal: The Academic Senate Council approves the Academic Senate SharePoint site design with 
feedback provided at the March 8, 2013 meeting. 
 
Tabled due to lack of time. 

 
10. On-line Faculty Handbook (10 min.) 
 
Background: At its November 2, 2012 meeting the Academic Senate Council designated the 
SharePoint wiki tool for the development of an electronic faculty handbook. The change to an on-
line handbook was approved at the August 26, 2011 Academic Senate Council meeting. The 
Academic Senate By-Laws (revised Fall 2012) state that the Academic Senate Vice-President “shall 
maintain, or in consultation with the President, delegate the maintenance of all electronic 
communication and information sharing resources approved by the Academic Senate Council for use 
by the Academic Senate.” 
 
The current Academic Senate Vice President (Julie Hoffman) has developed the structure and table 
of contents for the Handbook within the Academic Senate SharePoint site.  The faculty handbook is 
currently accessible only to Academic Senate Council members. Feedback and approval of the table 
of contents (see attachment included in the e-mail with this agenda) is being requested, along with 
the appointment of additional content coordinators from within the Academic Senate Council for 
each subsection of Parts 2 and 3 of the Faculty Handbook.  Julie Hoffman, the current Academic 
Senate Vice President volunteers herself as the content coordinator for all sub-sections of Part 1. 
 
The duty of the coordinators will be to find content contributors for topics within their subsection of 
the Faculty Handbook. The content coordinators and contributors may choose to edit their sections 
directly in SharePoint or they may forward content in Word document format to the Academic 
Senate Vice-President (Julie Hoffman) for inclusion. 

 
Proposal: The Academic Senate Council approves the table of contents for the On-Line Faculty 
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Handbook with feedback provided at the March 8, 2013 meeting. 
 
Tabled due to lack of time. 

 
11. Sabbatical Leaves (20 min.) 
 
Background: There has been inconsistency among subsequent Sabbatical Leave Committees 
regarding whether or not it is appropriate for a sabbatical to be awarded to an applicant who 
proposes to split the sabbatical in a manner different from those outlined in BP 3251 – Sabbatical 
Leaves (http://academic.cuesta.org/president/2008BP/BP3000/3251.pdf) and as indicated on the 
Sabbatical Leave Application(attached to the e-mail with this agenda). 

 
To summarize these documents allow for three possibilities: 

1) Single Semester Leave: 
2) Full Academic Year Leave: 
3) Split Leave (must be completed within a two-year period) 

 
In particular, splitting a one semester leave over more than one semester so as to allow the recipient 
to continue to teach or perform other work related duties seems to violate the spirit of a Sabbatical 
leave and reduces it to release time. 

 
It has also come into question whether the sabbatical committee can conditionally award a sabbatical 
pending requested changes to a candidate’s proposal.  The description of the Sabbatical Leave 
Committee that is included in the Senate By-Laws 
(http://academic.cuesta.edu/acasen/Seante_Bylaws_final_11_16_2012.pdf) and BP 3251 is not clear 
on this point.  

 
Proposal: The Academic Senate Council affirms that a Sabbatical Leave may be split onlyin one of 
the three ways explicitly stated in BP 3251 and directs the Academic Senate Leadership to review 
and revise BP 3251 – Sabbatical Leaves and the Sabbatical Leave Application accordingly and bring 
back to the Academic Senate Council for feedback and approval at a future meeting. 

 
Proposal: The Academic Senate Council affirms that the Sabbatical Leave Committee has the 
authority to conditionally award a sabbatical leave pending changes requested by the committee and 
directs the Academic Senate Leadership to review and revise the Sabbatical Leave Committee 
Description listed in the Senate Bylaws to be consistent with any revisions made to BP 3251 and 
bring back to the Academic Senate Council for feedback and approval at a future meeting. 
 
Tabled due to lack of time. 

 
V. FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS: These are future and potential future agenda items (they are not in any order of 

importance). You do not need to discuss these items with your division faculty at this point. If there is an item that you 
are interested in taking a lead on it, let Kevin or Julie know. 

 
� New Faculty Orientation 

 
Summary: On May 11, 2012 the Academic Senate Council approved the proposal; “The 
Academic Senate Council requests that the Faculty Professional Development Committee survey 
recently hired faculty to find out what was useful, what wasn't and what they wish the new faculty 
orientation contained, and report these findings back to the Academic Senate Council at a future 
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meeting.” 
 
Action: None at this point. This will come back as afuture agenda item.  

 
� Update of BP/AP 7150 – Administrator Evaluation 

 
Summary: On May 11, 2012 the Academic Senate Council provided the following feedback on 
the proposed revisions from Cabinet and the proposed new changes to Board Policy and 
Administrative Procedure7150 for administrator evaluations.  
 

• This policy raises a conceptual question that should be brought back to all faculty for 
consideration before any policy is adopted: “What role should faculty play in evaluating 
administrators?” 

• Faculty need to be more educated about the process. 
• Faculty evaluations could be summarized or filtered to omit inappropriate or unprofessional 

comments. 
• The process of gathering faculty feedback needs to be conducted in a way that guarantees 

each faculty member can submit only one evaluation. 
 
Action: None at this point. This will come back as a future agenda item. 

 
� Role and Responsibilities of Faculty and Administrators with Accreditation, Governance, 

and Planning 
 
Summary: There continue to be confusion about the role and responsibilities of different 
individuals related to accreditation, governance and planning at Cuesta. We are going to have to 
continue dialoging and documenting what we as faculty see as our role in these areas and what we 
expect of our administrators, so that in the future, roles, responsibilities, and expectations are 
clear. 
 
Action: None at this point. This is a potential future agenda item. If anyone is interested in taking 
a lead on it, let Kevin or Julie know. 

 
� Employee Workplace Bullying 

 
Summary: Concerns have been raised about incidents of bullying among employees that have 
occurred, and in some cases are continuing to occur at Cuesta. The Academic Senate leadership 
has been asked to consider developing a resolution regarding bullying or workplace harassment 
among employees and to ultimately develop a policy that addresses workplace bullying.  
 
Action: None at this point. This will be a future agenda item. If anyone is interested in taking a 
lead on it, let Kevin or Julie know. 

 
� Activities on FLEXDays 

 
Summary: The recent request to hold a Strategic Planning retreat on Friday, October 7 (a FLEX 
day) has lead to controversy about the types of activities that should be scheduled on FLEX days. 

 
Action: None at this point. This will be a future agenda item. If anyone is interested in taking a 
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lead on it, let Kevin or Julie know. 
 

� F Grade for Students 
 
Summary: At some point we may want to address the issue of the F grade for students who 
simply disappear or fail to show up.  We currently calculate student success and retention based 
on faulty data because we don’t have a way of distinguishing between students who do not pass 
the class and those who simply fail to show up. In the past, this issue was discussed between the  
Senate Council and the administration. The possibility of a W/F grade was proposed. This still 
remains an important issue. 
 
Action: None at this point. This is a potential future agenda item. If anyone is interested in taking 
a lead on it, let Kevin or Julie know. 

 
IV.  INFORMATION ITEMS : Please share these items with your division faculty. 

 
1. Statewide Academic Senate Resolutions–The resolutions that will go to Area C for discussion 

on March 30 are available at:http://www.asccc.org/session/resolutions. If you have any 
comments on any of the resolutions or additional resolutions that you would like to be brought 
forward for consideration please let Kevin know. 

 
2. Conference Shared Learning Form –Reminder, faculty are not required to complete this 

Conference Shared Learning Form.  I’ve asked the Faculty Professional Development 
committee to look at this form and decide whether they think it would be useful for faculty to 
utilize. If they think it might be useful (or some version of it) a proposal will come through the 
Academic Senate Council for approval. 

 
3. Task Forces / Work Groups – Strategic Plan’s Institutional Objectives –Reminder, faculty 

are not required to serve on task forces and/or work groups to preform various work 
associated with our Strategic Plan’s Institutional Objectives.  

 
4. Strategic Planning, Web, and Planning and Budget Committees–There are open faculty 

spots on the Strategic Planning, Web, and the Planning and Budget Committees. If you are 
interested in serving on one of these committees or know someone who might be, please let 
Kevin Bontenbal know. The Strategic Planning Committee meets the second and fourth 
Mondays of the month from 2:00 – 3:30 pm, the Web Committee meets the 3rd Wednesday of 
the month from 3:30 – 5:00 pm, and Planning and Budget meets the first and third Tuesdays of 
the month from 3:00 – 4:30 pm. 

 
V. SUMMIT ITEMS  

Are there any items, campus issues, and/or divisional concerns/issues that anyone has that he/she feels need to be taken to 
“Summit” for answers/clarification? 
 
- Some divisions were told by the Marketing department that they no longer have access to divisional 
web sites. This has become a problem especially in regards to updating and accessing information (This 
issue came up when discussing item 2 on cluster priorities). 
 
- concern was expressed about the Ethics Statement becoming Board Policy and subsequently being 
used in a punitive manner (this issue came up when discussing item 4). 
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VI.  STANDING REPORTS  (Time permitting – max. 3 min. per report)  
Tabled due to lack of time. 

 
1. CCFT—Merzon  
2. Curriculum—Moore  
3. College Council—Bontenbal  
4. Planning & Budget—Hoffman/Bontenbal 
5. Summit—Bontenbal/Hoffman 
6. FSA Committee—Bontenbal  
7. Basic Skills Initiative—Miller  

8. SLOA Committee—Baxley/Demarest 
9. Equivalency Committee—Scovil 
10. Faculty Manual Task Force—Hoffman 
11. FPDC—Silverberg 
12. Book of the Year—Love  
13. IPPR—Harris  
14. Sabbatical Leave—McConnico  

 
Next Meeting: Friday, April12, 2013 | 2:30 pm | Room 3142 (PDC) 

 
Kevin Bontenbal Julie Hoffman Cherie Moore 
Academic Senate President Academic Senate Vice President Curriculum Chair 
805.546.3117 805.546.3100 ext. 2777 805.546.3100 ext. 2761 
kbontenb@cuesta.edu jhoffman@cuesta.edu  cmoore@cuesta.edu 
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APPENDIX A 
 
Opposed the Offering of any Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) until Adequate Investigation 

and Determination of their Appropriateness by Faculty has Occurred 
 
Whereas, Serious academic and proprietary concerns have been raised regarding Massive Open Online 
Courses (MOOCs), and appropriate caution has been expressed by the president of the Academic Senate 
for California Community Collages Colleges; 
 
Whereas, MOOC lectures are“canned,” quizzes and testing “automated”, and students participation is 
“voluntary”, and students get “little” to no help from faculty; characterized by automated testing, 
voluntary student participation, and little student to faculty interaction; 
 
Whereas, The MOOCs instructional paradigm worksappears to work best for a small portion of self-
directed learners, as evident from the fact that only 5% of students complete courses and a much smaller 
subset pass; 
 
Whereas, Implementation of MOOCs without consultation from the faculty presentsmay present a threat 
to shared governance and academic freedom; 
 
Whereas, Copyright clearance and intellectual property can be costly and institutions bear these 
responsibilities for clearing copyright and copyright violations when they partner with commercial 
MOOC providersThere exists the potential for costly litigation regarding copyright issues when 
partnering with MOOC providers; and 
 
Whereas, MOOCs represent “teacher less classrooms”often utilize unsupervised learning environments 
that could undermine academic integrity and rigor;  
 
Resolved, That the Cuesta College Academic Senate and Cuesta College Federation of Teachers oppose 
the offering of MOOCs until such time that the faculty have adequately investigated and determined the 
appropriateness of this new form of instruction at the San Luis Obispo County Community College 
District (SLOCCCD); and 
 
Resolved, That if MOOCs are found to be appropriate, that the first offering of a MOOC by the 
SLOCCCD be done as a pilot to further test and investigate the appropriateness of MOOCs through an 
evaluation based on formative and summative criteria, and if appropriate, include qualitative and 
quantitative measurements and assessments. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
Academic Senate Cluster’s top prioritizations – 2013-2014 

 Item Program Description Cost Frequency 
Immediate 

(IMM) 

Full/Partial 
General 
Fund $ 

1  Senate Conference Travel Funds $2,500 Ongoing IMM Full 

2  Fac. Dev. Faculty Professional 
Development Funds 

$10,000 Ongoing IMM Full 

3  Fac. Dev. Faculty Retreat Funds $5,000 Ongoing IMM Full 

4  Other D.E. Student Support $20,000 Ongoing IMM Full 

5  All CurricuNet Update $20,000 Onetime IMM Full 

6  All New Faculty Orientation 
Funds 

$2,500 Ongoing IMM Full 

7  All Department Web Pages 
Update 

$unknown  IMM Full 

8  Fac. Dev. Additional Sabbatical Leaves $50,000 Ongoing IMM Full 
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Attachment 1 
Excerpt From Cuesta College Board Policy 2305: Minimum Standards for Faculty, Staff, and 

Student Participation in College Governance. 
 
B. Academic and Professional Matters  
 
1. Title 5 directs each governing board of California community colleges to, “...adopt policies for the appropriate 
delegation of authority and responsibility to its academic senate.” In section 53203 of Title 5, the governing board 
is directed to adopt procedures for relying primarily or mutually agreeing with the senate on recommendations. 
These directives provide a shared governance role for the faculty in formulating recommendations to be presented 
to the Board. In light of these considerations, the Board agrees to rely primarily upon policy and procedural 
recommendations of the Cuesta Academic Senate (when the following matters are at hand):  
 

1. Curriculum, including prerequisites  
2. Degree and certificate requirements  
3. Grading policies  
4. Standards regarding student preparation and success  
5. College governance structures, as related to faculty roles  
6. Faculty roles and involvement in accreditation process  
7. Policies for faculty professional development activities  

 
Recommendations shall be presented to the Board of Trustees using a standard procedure. The Academic Senate 
President shall provide information to the Superintendent/President or the appropriate Vice-President concerning 
placement of items on the Board of Trustees’ agenda. The Academic Senate President or designee shall present 
these recommendations to the Board of Trustees for information, action, or both.  
 
The recommendations of the Senate will normally be accepted, and only in exceptional circumstances and for 
compelling reasons will the recommendations not be accepted.  
 
If a Senate recommendation in these areas is not accepted by the Board of Trustees, the Board of Trustees or the 
Superintendent/President as the Board’s designee shall promptly communicate the reasons in writing to the 
Academic Senate upon request.  
 
2. In addition to the matters in B.1, the Board or its designee and the representatives of the Academic Senate shall 
have the obligation to reach mutual agreement by written resolution, regulation or policy on the following academic 
and professional matters:  
 

1. Educational program development  
2. Processes for program review  
3. Processes for institutional planning and budget development  
4. Policies regarding student preparation and success  
5. Other academic and professional matters as agreed upon  

 
In instances where the governing board elects to provide for mutual agreement with the Academic Senate, and 
agreement has not been reached, existing policy shall remain in effect unless continuing with such policy exposes 
the district to legal liability or causes substantial fiscal hardship. In cases where there is no existing policy to be 
changed, the governing board may act, after a good faith effort to reach agreement, only for compelling legal, 
fiscal, or organizational reasons. 
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Attachment 2 
 

As stated in the “Justification” document submitted to the Academic Senate Council along with the 
Academic Restructuring  Proposal, the criteria for aligning certain programs and disciplines together are 
as follows: 

• Academically logical—as well as similar or related curriculum and degree 
• No harm or very small if necessary 
• Strengthen existing programs with realignment 

Based on analysis by the faculty in each of following programs, These criteria have failed to be met for 
the following reasons: 
 
Merging Business Education and Human Development 
It is the judgment of the faculty in these disciplines that here is no academic logic in aligning Human 
Development with Business Education—their respective curricula share no unifying theme. 
 
Family Studies (FMST) and Early Childhood Education (ECE) 
Although moving FMST to Social Science is academically logical as FMST is grounded in the social and 
behavioral sciences,  ECE is also grounded in the social and behavioral sciences, and separating these 
disciplines does not support academic logic nor does it strengthen these two programs by realignment – 
on the contrary it separates two programs that are currently closely aligned. 
For these reasons, the FMST and ECE faculty strongly request discussion between faculty and 
administration to work out mutual accommodations. 
 
Addiction Studies 
 Although it is currently part of  Families Studies,  It makes more Academic Sense to Align Addiction 
Studies with related divisions, such as Kinesiology or Nursing/Allied Health, and not with the Social 
Sciences. Addiction studies is a vocational program with an internship and an applied focus – which is not 
the approach in the Social Sciences.   
 
Anthropology (ANTH)  
Anthropology is the study of humanity, including its prehistoric origins and contemporary diversity.  
Anthropology has culture as its underlying theme and strives to explain cultural adaptations.  The 
Anthropology program at Cuesta College offers courses in Cultural Anthropology, Contemporary World 
Cultures, Physical Anthropology lecture and lab, Archaeology, California Indians and Native North 
Americans. The majority of these courses have a cultural emphasis and are, therefore, more academically 
aligned with the Social Sciences and not Biology.   The one unit lab class that is offered is effectively 
taught in a classroom setting and there is no need for  “additional lab opportunities” as indicted in the 
justification for the move to Biology.  
In a survey of California Community Colleges (Santa Rosa Junior College, College of Marin, Mt. San 
Jacinto College, Santa Barbara City College, Alan Hancock College, and Pierce College), not a single 
college listed its Anthropology program with Biology.  It is typical to find Anthropology, Sociology and 
Psychology in the same division.  These programs (along with Philosophy) routinely utilize scientific 
methodology in their courses.  Scientific methodology is not exclusive to Biology and, therefore, does not 
strengthen Anthropology with realignment as stated in the “Justification” document.  On the contrary.  
there is a synergy which occurs between Anthropology and other Social Sciences that will be lost if it is 
removed.  For example, Our students learn something in a Political Science or History course and then 
take a class in Anthropology on political structure in Hawaiian Chiefdoms, the effects of the Mission 
Period on California Indians, or the impact of federal Indian policy. We feel this synergy as instructors 
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when we collaborate with one another on related topics and when we refer our students to related 
disciplines.  We become better instructors and, in turn, enrich our students.  
Furthermore, in our Associate Social Sciences degrees, many of our disciplines rely on Anthropology 
courses to supplement their discipline.  For example, Cultural Anthropology is part of the AD-T in 
Psychology; and Native North Americans and California Indians is part of the AD-T in History. 
The Social Sciences division unanimously supports the continued inclusion of Anthropology in the Social 
Sciences division and is opposed to the removal of Anthropology because there is absolutely no academic 
justification for moving it out of Social Sciences and strong academic justification for leaving it where it 
is. 
Architecture (ARCH) Engineering (ENGR) and Construction Technology (CTCH) 
Architecture, Engineering and Construction are linked in industry as “AEC” and thus strongly 
academically aligned with a great deal of collaboration among students and faculty in these disciplines. 
Separating these programs is not academically logical, will weaken rather than strengthen them,  and does 
not constitute  “no harm or very small if necessary.” 
ENGR works extremely close with ARCH on multiple levels. They share the CAD class room , last 
upgraded in Fall 2010 and funded by CTEA funds. Equipment purchased with CTEA funding cannot be 
used by non-CTE students.  Aligning ARCH with Fine Arts will cause programs with sharing labs.   
Engineering shares the Electronics Technology Lab 4501E with EET213 to teach their Circuits 
Engineering course ENGR 217, and this lab Equipment is also funded by restricted CTEA Funds.  The 
discipline faculty coordinate on the use of the software used in the classroom and splitting these 
disciplines may cause redundancy purchase of both hardware and software. 
ENGR at the Community College has to meet the needs of not just transfer students but also non-transfer 
students in architecture, construction, welding, electronics, and interior design (about 40% of the students 
enrolled in an engineering class). None come from the Physical Sciences area;  hence these students will 
not be served with a re-alignment of ENGR to Physical Sciences. 
ARCH will have its needs successfully met by remaining aligned with ENGR rather than Fine Arts. The 
justification given for this pairing is to “group ARCH with a 4-year degree program that has design and 
art principles”.  ARCH will lose more than it gains with this re-alignment, especially as there are no “4-
year degree” programs at a community college. 
 
Criminal Justice (CJ) 
Criminal Justice majors do not take paralegal courses and very few are interested in becoming paralegals. 
The main career focus is Law Enforcement and Corrections, hence the tenuous link between these two 
programs does not meet the criteria of “little to no harm” for a program which works very well within the 
current division.  
 
 


